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Problem overview
Sentence-level paraphrase detection is identification of sentences that have similar meaning but not
necessary similar form. This procedure may serve as a crucial initial step for various text processing
tasks, such as text summarization, document clustering and plagiarism detection. From technical point
of view this is a complex task that involves text analysis on various levels, from morphology to
semantics.
Paraphrase detection has recently caused a number of publications, e.g. [1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6],[7] to name
a few; the growing interest to the topic may be partially explained by recent achievements in
distributional semantic methods that are able to compute word and text similarity without manually
compelled semantic dictionaries. The number of shared tasks on semantic text similarity has been
organized as a part of SemEval conferences ([8],[9][10],[11], see also the task Wiki page:
http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/stswiki/index.php/). In these tasks, the participating systems take as an input a pair
of sentences and produce as an output a similarity score for the pair; most of evaluations so far there
done on English datasets.
The Russian language, as a language with a rich morphology and a free word order, may provide an
interesting data for paraphrase detection techniques. There are several publications on paraphrase
detection and text reuse for the Russian language, e.g. [12],[13],[14] (see also a series of papers by the
task organizers, e.g. [15],[16]). The shared task on word-level semantic similarity [17] was organized as a
part of Dialogue Evaluation workshop and attracted six participating teams. Nevertheless, the amount of
work invested into sentence-level paraphrase detection is less than for the other text analysis task for
Russian, most probably because this task required a substantial amount of testing and training data,
which have not existed for Russian.
This shared task is an initiative aiming to boost research on the paraphrase detection for Russian. A core
dataset for the task is ParaPhraser [18], a freely available corpus of Russian sentence pairs manually
annotated as paraphrases, near-paraphrases and non-paraphrases. Each candidate pair was collected
from news headlines and then manually annotated by three native speakers. The current size of the
corpus is 7000 pairs, these data will be used as a training set. The test set is being currently collected
using the same crowdsourcing procedure and will become a part of the general corpus after the end of
the shared task.

Tasks description
The shared task will follow the standard procedure: the participating teams will take as an input a pair of
sentences and return as a response the similarity class.
We distinguish three possible classes: precise paraphrase, near paraphrase and non-paraphrase.
Examples of sentences of these three classes are shown in Table 1.

Paraphrase class

Example

Precise paraphrase

КНДР аннулировала договор о ненападении с Южной Кореей.
DPRK annulled the non-aggression treaty with South Korea.
КНДР вышла из соглашений о ненападении с Южной Кореей.
DPRK withdrew from the non-aggression agreement with South Korea.

Near paraphrase

ВТБ может продать долю в Tele2 в ближайшие недели.
VTB might sell its shares in TELE2 in the nearest weeks.
ВТБ анонсировал продажу Tele2.
VTB announced the sale of TELE2.

Non-paraphrase

В главном здании МГУ загорелась столовая.
The student canteen has lit in the main building of MSU.
Из главного здания МГУ эвакуированы около 300 человек.
About 300 people are evacuated from the main building of MSU.

Table 1. Examples of paraphrase classes.

The shared task will consist of two tasks.
Task 1. Three-class classification: given a pair of sentences, to predict whether they are precise
paraphrases, near paraphrases or non-paraphrases.
Task 2. Binary classification: given a pair of sentences, to predict whether they are paraphrases
(whether precise or near paraphrases) or non-paraphrases.
Participants may submit “standard” runs, which use as training data only the ParaPhraser corpus, and
“non-standard” runs, which may use any other data. “Standard” and “non-standard” run will be
evaluated separately.

Training data
Training data are available at http://www.paraphraser.ru/download/get?file_id=1
It contains about 7 thousand sentence pairs labeled as precise paraphrases, near paraphrases and nonparaphrases.

Testing data
Testing data will be made available in the same format as the training data, with paraphrase classes
omitted. In the submitted files, paraphrase classes (0, 1 or -1 – for task 1; 0 or 1 – for task 2) should be
inserted as values into the corresponding tags.
Detailed formats of the testing data and participant responses are given in Appendices A and B
respectively.

Evaluation
The quality of submitted results for task 1 for both “standard” and “non-standard” runs will be assessed
using Accuracy and two variants of average F1-score: with micro- and macro-averaging.
The quality of submitted results for task 2 for both “standard” and “non-standard” runs will be assessed
using Accuracy and F1-score.
Accuracy is proportion of correctly classified sentence pairs in all pairs in the test set:
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where
−

t p is the number of true positives (i.e., the number of correctly classified sentence pairs),

−

t n is the number of true negatives,

−

f p is the number of false positives and

−

f n is the number of false negatives.

F1-score is the harmonic mean of Precision ( P ) and Recall ( R ):
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Precision, Recall and F1-score can only be calculated for a single class, i.e. these measures are suitable
for binary classification problem. In a multi-class classification task like task 1 average measures are
used. In task 1 results are to be evaluated using macro and micro F1-score.
Macro-averaged F1-score is calculated as the average of F1-scores of all the classes:
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where F1i denotes F1-score for the i th class, and n is the total number of classes (or binary
classification problems).
Micro-averaged F1-score is calculated as the harmonic mean of micro-averaged Precision and Recall.
The latter are compute using the sums of true positives, false positives and false negatives:
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where t pi , f pi and f ni denote the number of true positives, false positives and false negatives for the

i th class, and n is the total number of classes (or binary classification problems).

Important Dates
The tentative timeline for the shared tasks is as following:
−

June 2016: the first call for participation; the training data are already available on the corpus
webpage (http://www.paraphraser.ru/download/)

−

1st September 2016: the second call for participation

−

1st October 2016: test set available

−

10th October 2016: system responses deadline

−

12th October 2016: official results announces

−

11-12 November: the workshop with the participants' presentations
final discussion (as a part of AINL 2016 program, http://ainlconf.ru/)

−

End of December 2016: the full paper deadline

and

the

Publication
We invite participants of the shared task to submit papers describing their approach to the problem of
paraphrase detection. Accepted papers will be published in a volume indexed by international databases
(details are to be announced soon).
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Training and testing file formats

Training data are available at http://www.paraphraser.ru/download/get?file_id=1
Testing data will be available in XML format, similar to that of the training data. In Fig. 1 there is an
example of testing file.

Fig. 1. Testing file format

B

Submission of results

File naming conventions
There are no restrictions as to the names of the files.
File formats
Files for both runs should be submitted in XML format, as in the example in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Submission file format
In tag “task” participants should insert the number of the task. Tag “team” should contain the code of
the team, and in tag “run” type should equal “Standard” or “Non-standard”, and “no” stands for the
number of the submitted run.
For task 1, in tag “value” with “name” property equal to “class”, 1 stands for precise paraphrases, 0
stands for near paraphrases and -1 stands for non-paraphrases. For task 2, where there are only two
classes, 1 stands for paraphrases (precise or near) and 0 stands for non-paraphrases.
Data encoding
UTF-8 without BOM.

